tical and experimental methods. But
to teach and to learn the experimen
tal method is difficult. It may be more
difficult than the theoretical, that is
well formalized, complete etc. In con
sequence, care must be taken that
the experimental method is not under
weighted in physics education. We
think we have payed attention to this
in our programme. Leading the stu
dent step by step from the very be
ginning, with simple experiments in
the first year to real research in the
last year, we believe efficiently over
comes the difficulties. We think, labo
ratory work is necessary in every
phase of education. That is why we
have a sequence of laboratory cour
ses, growing with time in level and
aims.
It is very important also, that our
students know how physics acts in
modern industry, how a new techno
logy arises as a teamwork of scien
tists and engineers from several diffe
rent fields. It is necessary to prepare
the student for this teamwork. In some
lectures, summed up above as ap
plied physics, we try to give the stu

dent some idea of physics in modern
industry. We have here about 96 hours
measuring techniques (3rd. until 5th.
semester), 64 hours electronics (3rd.
semester), 32 hours solid state elec
tronics (8th. semester) and 32 hours
technology for physicists (8th. semes
ter) with the double aim, to give the
students new knowledge for their
practical experimental work, but also
to show them how physics is used in
various fields of technology. Espe
cially in the lectures on technology
for physicists, it is shown, using one
suitable example (e.g. integrated cir
cuits), how physics is used in the de
velopment of a new product, in the
different production steps, in produc
tion control, and in the application of
the product. It is shown how phy
sics, chemistry, mathematics, material
science, and several fields of engi
neering have to act together, to arrive
at a stable and efficient production of
a modern product, and it is also shown
that physics and economics in the
production process are not indepen
dent of one another.
Very important in this connection is

also the “Industrie-praktikum” at the
end of the third year. The student is
working for three months in an indus
trial plant in the place of a physicist.
He has to solve a (smaller) problem,
as it would be solved by a physicist in
the industry. He has to cooperate with
other scientists, engineers and tech
nicians, as is typical of teamwork in
industry. We think that this work is
very important for establishing the
right understanding of the part phy
sics plays in industry and for deve
loping an additional motivation for the
last two years, especially for the di
ploma work.
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Microprocessor Applications in Physics
T. F. Buckley, E.R.S. Candlin, D.J. Candlin and A.Q. Jones, Edinburgh Univ.
(Computer Science Department)

Why are so many conferences and
articles in journals devoted to micro
processors these days ? Do they re
present some new breakthrough in
the computer field ? Are they of any
use in experimental physics ? What is
a microprocessor anyway ?
We should like to suggest answers
to some of these questions, and to
show that microprocessors do indeed
have a significant role to play, both in
the control of equipment and as com
ponents in very fast scientific compu
ters. We are currently building a fast
“number-cruncher” ourselves, and we
present this as an example, to illus
trate some of the points which have to
be considered when designing a mi
croprocessor system.
How microprocessors work
Microprocessors are very large
scale integrated circuits which, on a
single chip, have an arithmetic and
logic unit, a set of registers, and a
control section, linked internally by
networks of greater or lesser com
plexity (Fig. 1). Each microprocessor
can perform any of a set of basic
operations (e.g. transfer, add) taking
6
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its operands from internal registers or
from its input. Microprocessor de
signs differ widely in speed, word
length, operation set and price, but all
execute a series of microinstructions
in a microroutine in response to a
user instruction. We can distinguish
two general classes of microproces
sor. The first carries a set of microins
tructions in a Read-Only control me
mory, integral with the chip. The ma
nufacturer fixes the available set of
(user) instructions when he designs
the control microprogram. The second
type requires an external micropro
gram memory. This is provided by the
user who can, therefore, define his
own set of instructions in terms of
microroutines. The programmability of
this second type makes them parti
cularly powerful and flexible. Those
interested in learning about micropro
cessors may find Refs. 1-6 helpful.
Useful tool for physicists
We can distinguish two rather dif
ferent ways in which physicists em
ploy computers. On the one hand,
there is large-scale scientific data
processing carried out by, for exam

ple, high energy physicists, meteoro
logists and crystallographers. These
people usually make use of large
main frame computers. They are ge
nerally competent high level language
programmers, but are probably not
interested in the lower-level hardware
of the machine they are using nor in
the details of its operating system. On
the other hand, there are physicists
who require real-time control of expe
rimental apparatus. For this purpose
they use minicomputers, normally de
dicated to the specific task.
If we now look at the current com
mercial use of microprocessors, we
can again see two rather different
types of application. In the first case,
there is the “petrol pump” application,
i.e. using the microprocessor as a de
dicated controller for a piece of ap
paratus. In the second case, micro
processors may form the basis of a
more complicated piece of computing
machinery, for example, the central
processing unit of a minicomputer.
These uses are clearly parallel to the
requirements of the two broad cate
gories of physics use, and physicists
may sometimes be able to buy what

they want off the shelf. However, it is
not economic for manufacturers to
produce short runs of very specialized
equipment, and it will sometimes
happen that a physicist will not be
able to buy a ready made system that
exactly fits his requirements. In this
case, he has the choice of either ma
naging as well as he can with what is
available, or of building his own sys
tem. This has hitherto been possible
only for very simple control systems,
but the advent of large-scale Integra
tion has changed the picture. Micro
processors have now become suffi
ciently versatile, fast and cheap to be
used as general purpose electronic
components in the building of complex
special purpose processors. Other LSI
chips, in particular, memory chips,
have also fallen in price. At the same
time, their functions and operating
characteristics have become more
standardized. This has opened the
way for the non-professional to build
up, from components, a processor
that carries out the functions that he
wants for his particular application,
and to provide himself with a purposebuilt system that would not be eco
nomic to produce commercially.
If a team of physicists does decide
to built its own system, what condi
tions are necessary for success ? In
the first place, a certain amount of
expertise in logic design and familia
rity with hardware is required and se
condly, a competence in low-level
programming. It is ideal if the team
itself can provide these capabilities,
but it will probably be more usual for
the physicists to hand over these as
pects of the work to specialists. In this
case, it is essential that both sides
should speak the same language.
There is a real danger that the phy
sicists will specify their requirements
so loosely that the implementer can
not see which functions are essential,
and which of lesser importance. Fur
thermore, the physicists will not be
able to participate in design decisions
which may have important effects on
the final product.
Given a suitable design team, there
must obviously be technical facilities
for hardware testing and debugging.
It is possible to do this on the micro
processor itself by buying a “prototype
kit” consisting of microprocessor,
read/write control memory, teletype
and interface, but this is not the most
convenient way of operating; it is
much more satisfactory to link the
microprocessor to a minicomputer
which holds the programs needed for
development. Most physics depart
ments will probably have a minicom
puter with spare capacity for deve-

Fig. 1. Diagram of a typical (but hypo
thetical) microprocessor. Not shown are
the individual control lines originating in
the control memory.

lopment work. Software will be requi
red, so that the system can be pro
grammed. In some cases, software
can be bought from the manufacturer
of the microprocessor. In other cases,
this software will not be available, or
will be unsuitable, and will have to be
developed by the applications group
itself. There is always a tendency to
underestimate the amount of effort
that has to be put into system soft
ware development ; in practice, it will
probably require about the same
amount of effort as the hardware.
We now consider some of the fac
tors that might influence a physicist
in deciding whether he should go
ahead and built his own system, or
whether he should make use of a com
mercially available minicomputer. If
the physicist is looking for a dedica
ted equipment controller, it is clear
that minicomputers are capable of
doing the job. The only criticism might
be that they are unnecessarily expen
sive and powerful. As far as the hard
ware alone is concerned, this is true,
although there are some remarkably
cheap, basic minicomputers on the
market. For example, some manufac
turers, e.g. DEC and Computer Auto
mation, offer minicomputers consist
ing of a processor, a small memory
of up to 4k words and simple I/Ofaci
lities on one or two printed circuit
boards. When we come to consider
software, however, the true costs are
rather difficult to determine, as they
depend on circumstances. The soft
ware for a minicomputer might be
available, if the laboratory already
possesses a machine from the same
manufacturer, and in this case there
is a powerful incentive to stick to what
is already familiar. On the other hand,
some microprocessor manufacturers
have realized that software is a pro
blem, and are beginning to produce
systems that emulate popular machi
nes like the PDP8 and PDP11, for
which extensive software is available.
The decision whether to go for the
simpler, though apparently more ex
pensive, solution of buying a mini
computer, or of building one’s own
microprocessor system, may depend
in the end on the relative availability
in a given laboratory of money for
capital expenditure, or of manpower
for development work.
The same considerations apply if
the application involves substantial
numerical computation. Many mini

computers are now very powerful and
have excellent processing capabilities
(see for example, the review article by
J. Wooton7). On the other hand, there
are a certain number of applications
that can still only be handled by main
frame computers, which of course are
too expensive for the exclusive use of
a small group of physicists. We feel
that it is in this field that do-it-yourself
microprocessor systems may provide
a relatively cheap solution to the pro
blem.
EMMA - A Case History
EMMA (Edinburgh-Multi-Micropro
cessor-Assembly) is a microproces
sor-based system being developed in
Edinburgh by a small team from the
Computer Science and Physics De
partments. The objective is to provide
very high speed number-crunching at
low cost. EMMA runs under the con
trol of a host minicomputer, which
handles all Input-output and periphe
rals. From the host’s point of view,
EMMA behaves like another periphe
ral ; a block of data for processing is
sent to EMMA, and when processing
is complete, a block of data is sent
back again. EMMA is thus confined to
a data-processing function ; it has no
operating-system overheads. In this
way, we have been able to keep to a
fairly simple design, which still has
the performance one might expect
from a large main frame computer.
The impetus for the development
of EMMA came from the very large
scale data processing requirements of
modern high-energy physics experi
ments. In multi-particle spectrometers,
up to 108 events can be accumulated
7

in a year, and a large fraction of these
events have to be passed through pro
grams for spark-reconstruction, track
recognition, momentum determination
and kinematical fitting. It is not easy
to reduce the processing time per
event much below 100 ms on an IBM
360/195, which means a total require
ment of 1000 hours CPU time, or
more, per year.
We decided instead to build a sys
tem of parallel processors, based on
microprocessor chips, with the versa
tility of a general purpose scientific
instruction set. The following points
all seemed important to us :
1. The system should be simple to
construct and maintain. We are only
a small team, and heavily engaged
with teaching duties.
2. The design should be modular, so
that we should have something use
ful with the minimum configuration,
but could extend it, as money became
available.
3. We should build a machine that
would be generally useful in a physics
department, but at the same time we
should take into account some of the
special characteristics of high-energy
physics data processing.
4. From the user's point of view, pro
gramming should be similar to pro
gramming a standard scientific com
puter.
We shall start with a description of
the EMMA memory design, as this is
perhaps the most unusual part of the
system. Separate stores are used for
program, microprogram and data. All
these stores are similar and consist
of Schottky TTL circuits (cycle time :
60 ns) mounted on boards to give
1kx 16 bits of memory. These boards
contain all the necessary buffering
and may be used interchangeably for
all storage purposes. The instructions
and integer data are 16 bits wide, and
microinstructions and floating-point
data 32 bits wide. As we are using
read/write store for all memories, the
program, and more unusually, the mi
croprogram, can be easily changed.
The application program, resident
in the program store, drives two inde
pendent processors each with its own
private data store, and with access to
a communal constant data store. This
design is a direct result of the type of
processing required in high energy
physics. In our particular application,
each processor works on an event,
characterized by initial measurements
of spark positions. As these events
are statistically independent, there is
no interaction between processors.
Each processor accepts data from the
host minicomputer, processes its
event, and passes results back to the
8

Section

Boards

Approx Cost

Integer processor
Control, I/O, memory buffering
Memory (16 bit word)
Cabinet, racks, power supplies

3 large, 1 small
2 large, 3 small
1 small
—

host when processing is complete.
The constant store is accessible to
both processors. It contains applica
tion dependent constants such as
chamber constants and is used in
read-only mode.
Each processor is constructed
around four 4-bit slice Schottky micro
processor chips (AM2901), with a re
pertoire of 488 functions and a worstcase cycle time of 100 ns. Since some
additional logic is needed in the exe
cution part of the processor, the over
all cycle time is 150 ns, rather more
than twice the overall memory access
time. This allows two processors
to access the same program and
microprogram stores independently,
180° out of phase. The result is
an overall doubling of computing
speed, without a commensurate in
crease in cost. The program is ex
pected to be large, and the expense
of second program and microprogram
stores is saved, as is separate host
I/O control. Integer arithmetic can be
carried out by the processor itself, but
for the more complicated floating
point operations, a special unit is
shared between processors. We may
add other shared functional units (for
example mathematical functions) later.
There is never any scheduling pro
blem with sharing resources in this
way, as the processors are out of
phase. For each processor, instruc
tion fetch, microinstruction fetch and
execution cycles are concurrent, form
ing a three-stage pipeline, and mini
mizing the total time per instruction.
In general, each instruction in the
program store initiates the execution
of a sequence of several microinstruc
tions, so that the processor does not
access the program store again until
the end of the microroutine. We could
obtain a further increase in process
ing speed by adding a second (lower
priority) processor for each of the
primary processors, which could ac
cess the program store during the
spare cycles. Most of the cost of
EMMA lies in the program store, so
that we should expect to obtain a
60-70% increase in processing power
for a 30% increase in cost.
EMMA is constructed on two sizes
of wire-wrap boards conforming to
DEC standards. The smaller has
space for 32 16-pin and five 40-pin I.C.
sockets, and a 72-pin edge connector.
The larger board is equivalent to two

small boards. We plan to use printed
circuit boards for the standard me
mory. The table gives the size and
approximate cost of different sections.
An integer machine with two pro
cessors and 40k word of store will
thus easily fit into five 19 in. racks,
with space for enhancements, and
cost about £ 12 000. We have desi
gned such a machine down to chip
layout, and aim to complete it by the
autumn. The design figure of 150 ns
for the processor cycle is based on
worst case chip times, with some allo
wance for propagation. If this is achie
ved, some typical instruction times
are :
ADD register to register
ADD register to store
ADD store to store
Branch on condition
Subroutine jump

£
£
£
£

500
400
250
1000

150 ns
300 ns
600 ns
300 ns
750 ns

These times should be halved to get
an effective figure for the two proces
sor system, which thus has a speed
comparable with that of a powerful
main frame computer.
While building the integer machine,
we are also developing the hardware
multiplier and the floating point unit.
The multiplier is on a CERN-designed
board, costs about £ 300 and allows
a 16 x 16 bit multiplication in 750 ns,
most of which is in operand fetch and
store.
Conclusion
We feel from our experience that mi
croprocessors can find many applica
tions in physics and, in particular, can
be used to produce relatively low cost
special purpose processors. However,
anyone embarking on such a project
should realise that it can involve con
siderable effort to produce the hard
ware and software systems.
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